"SS-04-1" BASE ROOF FLASH

SEALANT-
"FSS-18" ROOF PANEL

1/8" x 1/2" SEALER TAPE OR CAULKING

"SS-03-1" GABLE FILLER w/ 1/8" Ø POP RIVETS @ 16" O/C

1/8" x 1/2" SEALER TAPE OR CAULKING

TOP EXPANSION CLIP "E3.5" & BOTTOM EXPANSION CLIP "BC3.5"

#12/14 x 1 1/2" SDWW (2 PER CLIP)

SUPPORT ~ N.B.F.

"SS-04-1" BASE ROOF FLASH

"SS-03-1" GABLE FILLER

ERECTOR NOTES:
1. * IF "FSS-18" ROOF PANEL DOES NOT END ON A HIGH RIB THEN THE PANEL MUST BE FIELD SLIT ALLOWING FOR 2" TO BE BENT INTO A VERTICAL LEG AND USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE "SS-03-1" GABLE FILLER.
2. START BASE ROOF FLASH @ EAVE & PROCEED UPWARDS CAULKING AND LAPPING EACH 4" MIN.
3. "A" DIMENSION VARIES DUE TO CONSTRUCTION VARIATIONS.
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